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Non-destructive imaging of delicate polymer surfaces using scanning
force microscopy tips modified with hydrophobic self-assembled
monolayers
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Abstract
Contact mode imaging of plasma-treated poly(ethylene terephthalate) films using bare silicon nitride tips yields poor image resolution
because of tip-induced disruption of the surface structure. Deposition of a hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer onto the tip enables the
minimisation of the interfacial free energy of the tip-sample contact, with such good effect that images are obtained in contact mode with
comparable resolution to that observed in tapping mode. Control of tip chemistry therefore presents an important strategy for the imaging of
delicate polymer structures by scanning force microscopy. q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Scanning force microscopy (SFM) has facilitated significant insights into the structures of polymer surfaces. Recent
technological advances have made available a plethora of
local probe techniques capable of revealing not only topographical structure but interfacial properties. A characteristic of many polymer surfaces is their delicacy, and recent
studies have also highlighted their susceptibility to tipinduced wear during scanning in contact mode. While
tapping mode and related techniques offer one solution,
there are valuable local probe techniques that are available
through the application of contact mode that are unavailable
in tapping mode. Recent studies in this laboratory have
indicated that tip-sample adhesion plays a significant role
in wear during contact-mode imaging of polymer systems
[1]; consequently, control of the interfacial energy of the
tip-sample contact should provide a route for control of
wear and may facilitate the extension of contact-mode techniques to delicate materials. Here we demonstrate that the
adsorption of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of methylterminated alkanethiols onto the tip of a scanning force
microscope minimises the interfacial energy of the
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tip-sample contact with such good effect that resolution
comparable with that observed during tapping mode is
achieved.
There has recently been considerable interest in the
modelling of phenomena such as boundary lubrication [2–
4] using model organic surfaces such as Langmuir–Blodgett
films [5,6] and SAMs [7–9]. There has also been interest in
the deposition of SAMs onto SFM tips for the investigation
of surface adhesion, friction and wear [10–15], known as
chemical force microscopy (CFM). We have previously
used CFM to study the frictional characteristics of
plasma-treated polyester films [16]. A characteristic of the
contact-mode images of plasma-treated polymers is their
poor resolution, attributed to disruption of the surface by
the action of the tip during scanning. While we have
shown previously that tapping mode imaging enables the
acquisition of well-resolved images of these delicate materials [17], the present study attempts to minimise tipinduced disruption by depositing a hydrophobic SAM
onto the tip. Our hypothesis was that provided an adequately
low interfacial energy could be maintained for the tipsample contact, adhesive interactions between the tip and
the plasma-treated polymer should be minimised and,
consequently, tip-induced disruption of the surface should
be reduced. The present study indicates that adhesive interactions do indeed play a significant role in the reduction of
image resolution in contact mode and their minimisation,
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Fig. 1. Variation in friction force with applied load for different tip-sample
combinations. Unmodified silicon nitride tip: MUA surface (triangles);
unmodified silicon nitride tip: DDT surface (open circles); DDT tip:
DDT surface (squares).

through the deposition of a methyl-terminated SAM onto
the tip, enables remarkably good resolution to be achieved.

2. Experimental
Melinex ‘O’ (ICI, Wilton, UK) was a biaxially orientated
PET film used as received. Argon plasma treatments were
carried out in an inductively-coupled radio frequency
(13.56 MHz) at 0.1 mbar pressure and 10 W power. Topographic SFM images were obtained in ambient conditions
with a Nanoscope IIIa MultiMode scanning probe microscope (Digital Instruments, UK). Contact mode imaging
was performed using silicon nitride Nanoprobe cantilevers
(nominal normal force constants 0.06 and 0.12 Nm 21, Digital Instruments). Friction force imaging was performed
simultaneously with the topographical imaging. The Scope
Mode of the microscope was used to provide friction loops
and thus obtain the (relative) friction-load plots shown in
Fig. 1. Several friction-load traces were acquired for each
tip-sample combination at different regions of the surface.
The reproducibility was found to be excellent. The applied
load was less than 10 nN for the contact mode images in
constant force mode shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The tapping
mode image Fig. 2(c) was acquired using a silicon cantilever
with a resonant frequency of 300 kHz. The ratio of the
amplitude of set-point oscillation to the free oscillation
(ca. 90 nm) was 0.6.
Glass microscope slides and “Nanoprobe” SFM tips were
modified with alkanethiol SAMs of either mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA, synthesised in the authors’ laboratory) or
dodecanethiol (DDT, Fluka). All glassware was cleaned
with “Piranha” solution before use. (Great care should be
exercised in handling Piranha solution, a 3:7 mixture of 30%
hydrogen peroxide and concentrated sulphuric acid; it is an
extremely strong oxidising agent and has been known to

Fig. 2. (a) Contact mode image of plasma treated Melinex ‘O’ with unmodified tip. The image size is 1 mm × 1 mm and the z-scale covers height
variations in the range 0–20 nm in all three images. (b) Contact mode
image of plasma treated Melinex ‘O’ with DDT tip. (c) Tapping mode
image of plasma treated Melinex ‘O’.

detonate spontaneously on contact with organic material.)
An Edwards bell jar vacuum coating system was used to
modify the tip-cantilever assemblies and slides, as follows;
deposition of 2 nm of Chromium as an adhesion promoter
was immediately followed by deposition of 20 nm of gold.
The evaporation rate for the gold was always below
0.03 nm s 21 to ensure that the cantilevers did not bend
during heating. Once cool, the cantilevers and slides were
immersed in 1 mM solutions of DDT or MUA in degassed
ethanol for at least 18 h for the self-assembly process. The
SAMs were kept in the alkanethiol solutions until use.
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Fig. 3. Phase image of a sample of plasma-treated Melinex ‘O’. The image
size is 493 × 493 nm.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows illustrative friction-load plots between
uncoated or DDT-functionalised silicon nitride tips and
gold surfaces functionalised with MUA or DDT monolayers. The measured force is greatly affected by modification of the surface chemistry between the tip and sample,
with virtually frictionless sliding being observed when
either the sample or the tip and sample is coated with a
DDT SAM. These findings are in agreement with those of
other workers who have studied frictional interactions
between SFM tips and SAMs. The bare silicon nitride tip
is polar [18], having a thin layer of oxide at the surface,
resulting in a significant interfacial free energy at the tipsurface interface. Introduction of the DDT SAM by coating
either the tip or the surface reduced the interfacial free
energy of the tip-sample contact and reduced the magnitude
of the frictional interaction.
When a plasma-treated sample of PET is imaged in
contact mode using uncoated silicon nitride tips, poor
image resolution results. Fig. 2(a) shows a contact mode
image of a specimen that has been subjected to argon
plasma treatment for 20 minutes at a power of 10 W and a
pressure of 0.1 mbar. Little structural detail is evident and
commonly, streaking was observed that was attributed to
movement of material by the tip. This image was recorded
under ambient conditions; however, a significant improvement in resolution did not appear to be possible under liquid
and, moreover, there was the possibility that interactions
between the liquid phase and low molecular weight material
at the surface produced during plasma treatment could lead
to alteration of the surface structure.
Clearly conventional contact mode imaging of plasma
treated surfaces leads to unsatisfactory results. This is probably the consequence of disruption of the surface structure
by the tip during imaging. Wear caused by asperities arises
from both ploughing and shearing deformation; adhesion
between SFM tips and polymer surfaces contributes to the
measured friction force and may therefore contribute to tipinduced deformation of the sample. Previous studies in this
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laboratory have demonstrated that tip-sample adhesion
contributes significantly to the development of ridged
morphologies during tip-induced wear; the results of Fig.
1 indicate that control of the tip chemistry may provide a
means by which the adhesive contribution to the tip-sample
interaction can be minimised and the shearing contribution
reduced. This should lead to a reduction in tip-induced
wear and, in the case of delicate materials, an increase in
resolution.
This hypothesis was tested for plasma-treated PET films.
Using a tip that had been coated with a monolayer of DDT,
it was possible to obtain contact mode images of the treated
surface that exhibited no signs whatever of tip-induced
disruption. Fig. 2(b) shows a representative image. There
is a wealth of structural information present that is absent
from Fig. 2(a). It is clear that reduction of the interfacial free
energy of the tip-sample contact has significantly reduced
the disruption induced by scanning. In contrast to the
featureless topography resulting from imaging with the
bare tip, the DDT-coated tip reveals a surface that is
composed of globular features of relatively uniform dimensions (diameters 30–60 nm). These globular features are
densely but uniformly distributed at the surface.
Such is the quality of images recorded with the DDTcoated tips that they are indistinguishable from data
recorded in tapping mode. Fig. 2(c) shows a tapping mode
image of an identical specimen to that imaged with the DDT
coated tip. The morphology is clearly very similar to that
observed in contact mode with the methyl-coated tip, indicative of the magnitude of the improvement in image resolution that is possible in contact mode if the interfacial free
energy of the tip-sample junction is minimised. This is an
important result because it means that many local probe
techniques based upon contact mode imaging may be
extended to delicate polymer surfaces and employed to
yield high resolution data given adequate control of the tip
chemistry.
In an earlier study, we reported the formation of oriented,
ridged structures at PET surfaces over periods of several
hours of plasma treatment, which were attributed to the
exposure of crystalline material at the surface by preferential etching of amorphous regions [17]. Because of the much
shorter treatment period used in the present study, it is
unlikely that the globular features observed in Fig. 2 are
also due to the direct exposure of crystallites by plasma
etching. However, phase imaging (performed simultaneously with tapping mode imaging) revealed a distinct
phase structure (see Fig. 3). Because phase imaging reduces
the influence of the sample topography on image contrast,
the globular features appear to be enlarged. However, on
close inspection, a direct correspondence is found between
features in the phase and tapping mode images. We speculate that the globular features arise from a segregation at
the surface of material that is distinct from the bulk, either in
its crystal content (as a result of plasma-induced surface
melting phenomena) [19], or its chemical composition [20].
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Deposition of a monolayer of MUA onto the tip does not
lead to any improvement in the image resolution over that
offered by the bare silicon nitride tips. This confirms that the
interfacial free energy of the tip-sample contact is an important parameter in governing the degree of wear induced
during imaging, and excludes the explanation that DDT
acts as a boundary lubricant: both MUA and DDT have
long alkyl chains which would be expected to have comparable effectiveness as boundary lubricants.
4. Conclusions
Plasma-treatment of poly(ethylene terephthalate) at low
powers over periods of tens of minutes leads to the evolution
of a fine morphology composed of globular features some
30–60 nm in diameter. These details cannot be resolved in
contact mode SFM using bare silicon nitride tips. However,
they become clearly evident when imaged using tips that
have been modified by the deposition of a SAM of alkanethiol molecules with methyl terminal groups. The resulting resolution is comparable to that achieved in Tapping
Mode. Careful control of the interfacial energy of the tipsample contact thus appears to be capable of minimising
tip-induced wear, extending the utility of contact mode techniques to include fragile materials that would otherwise be
difficult to image non-destructively.
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